
What is taught in…

The intent of the curriculum in French

Year 7 Year 8

HT1

My life                                                                                                                   

Vocabulary: Cultural general knowledge on France. Alphabet, saying 

your name, greetings, age, brothers and sisters,  describing  a 

classroom, using likes and dislikes, describing yourself and others, 

saying what you do, dates, revision of vocabulary - "en focus / en 

plus" tests, project on creating Top Trumps cards.                                                                                                        

Grammar: Present tense verb "to have", indefinite articles, using 

"there is", "to like" + the definite article, adjective agreements, 

understanding infinitives, regular "er" verbs.

Holiday                                                                                                                       

Vocabulary: General cultural knowledge on France. Talking about school 

holidays, describing what you did, places to stay, describing a visit to a theme 

park, countries, forms of transport, describing things that went wrong on 

holiday,  asking and answering questions,  revision of vocabulary using "en focus 

/ en plus" tests, project on writing  a poem on a holiday.                                                                                                                                     

Grammar: Verbs "to have / to be", perfect tense of "er" regular and irregular 

verbs, negatives, using the present and the perfect tenses together. 

HT2

My family and friends                                                                    

Vocabulary: General cultural knowledge of facts from around the 

world. Describing : your family, hair and eyes,  what other people 

look like, where you live, what you eat and drink at breakfast, Bastille 

day, revision using "en focus", project on Christmas in France.                                                                                                                           

Grammar: Possessive adjectives, present tense of "to be / to have", 

using the we form of "er" verbs, using the partitive article.

Food                                                                                                                                             

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on French foods at different times of the year. 

Describing festivals and celebrations, opinions and reasons, buying food at a 

market, quantities, understanding a french recipe, describing a future trip, the 

New Year,  revision of vocabulary using "en focus / en plus" tests, project on 

festivals around the world.                                                                  Grammar: 

Present tense of "re / ir" verbs, the verb "to want", near future tense with 

questions, using present and future together. 



HT3

Free time                                                                                              

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on sports in Francophone countries. 

Weather, seasons, sports, activities, sports in Francophone countries,  

opinions, creating an interview,  revison using "en focus", project on 

creating a Holiday camp in France.                                                                                                   

Grammar: to play, to do, cognates, using "to like" + infinitive, forming 

and answering questions. 

All about my life                                                                                                                     

Vocabulary:  Cultural knowledge on French films, celebrities and t.v 

programmes. Digital technology,  types of films, leisure activities, what you did at 

the shopping centre, describing what you do / did / going to do, revision of 

vocabulary using "en focus / en plus" tests, project on a French celebrity.                                                                                                                  

Grammar: Singular and plural adjective agreements, forming and answering 

questions, negatives, using three tenses together. 

HT4

School                                                                                                                     

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on school sysytem in France. 

Colours, time, school subjects, opinions and reasons, what you wear 

to school, describing your school day, a French school day, describing 

what there is and is not in your school,  developing listening and 

writing skills,  revision using "en focus", project on French school 

system.                                                                                                                                                    

Grammar: The verb "to study", adjective agreements, present tense 

of "er" verbs,  using "there is / is not", agreeing and disagreeing.                         

Where I live                                                                                                           

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on Francophone countries. Describing your 

area, weather, where you live, household chores, daily routine, moving house,  

describing a holiday, revision of vocabulary using "en focus / en plus" tests, 

create Top Trump  cards on a French area.                                                                                                                                

Grammar: Using "you can" + infinitive, reflexive verbs,  irregular adjectives, using 

three tenses together

HT5

My town                                                                                                                

Vocabulary:  General cultural knowledge on famous buildings in 

France and traditional foods. Places in your town, opinions and 

reason, prices, where you go at the weekend,  inviting someone to go 

out, ordering drinks and snacks, what you are going to do, plans for a 

special weekend, revision using "en focus", project on creating a 

tourist brochure of Paris.                                                           Grammar: 

The verbs "to go / to want", using "you" form of verbs,  near future 

tense, using two tenses together. 

Sports                                                                                                                              

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on sports played in France. Sports, opinions and 

reasons, asking the way, giving directions, healthy living, interview on a sports 

person, revision of vocabulary using "en focus / en plus" tests, project on 

designing a quiz on sports.                                               Grammar: using "to play" / 

"to do", comparatives, imperatives, using "you must", asking and answering 

questions in three tenses.  

HT6

Skills focus: Development of all 4 key skills with all vocabulary and 

grammar studied throughout the year, application of transferable 

knowledge and skills.

Skills focus: Development of all 4 key skills with all vocabulary and grammar 

studied throughout the year, application of transferable knowledge and skills.


